Present: LaKiya J, Bo T., Doug B., Mallory P, Pastor Hoskins,

Kathi H:
Seeds of Promise has an event 4/29/22- Kathy is dropping off materials
Essential Needs Task Force 5/3 and 5/5 – PBSC: Bo and Michael are attending
Creston NA: This weekend events
Bell Lookout- Graphics on newsletter (1100 household), phone calls and zoom (low attendance), but will share video with residents.
Disability Advocates- 4/25 had a virtual and doing another one
Noor’s Heaven- Knocking it out of the park. They had 3 meetings with kids and adults to share ideas of what they would do if they had the funding. Have been posting a lot and included PB Facebook page on their Facebook. Reaching 2nd and 3rd ward.
Roosevelt Park: Wanted more hangers
Boston NA: Connecting with them on what they have coming up
Nothing from: West Grand
Delivered materials to: Roosevelt Park NA
Young man has been promoting PB very positively at various events, reiterating PB is a way to get funding. Would be good to reach out/contact him and get more of his ideas. He has an interest in funding violence prevention.
New contacts: Kathi took information to Juvenile detention officers; they were interested and were going to take that back to the youth in there.
Print Documents: has doorhangers and postcards to distribute, but out of posters.

LaKiya J: Executive Committee
Clarification the questions that came up at Disability Advocates partner as to who is eligible to submit ideas: Can partners submit ideas as the organization or individual? Yes, they can they did not know they could do submit as an organization. Kathi communicated this to them.

PBSC Committee Updates: No Report
Doug B: Communications & Outreach
Doug B is drafting FAQ brochure & information to fill the full page and get ready for Summit
Pastor Hoskins: Community Engagement: No Report
• Individual assistance with individuals on wording and answering questions. Met with Puertas Abiertas and Roosevelt Park has been bringing people to the forefront.
• Boston Square area event on May 11th, good opportunity to share PB maybe others from this group
  PBSC: Might bee a good time and helpful to create a space where folks can get that support, brainstorming session and sit-down with someone to capture what they have in mind; in addition to the Summit opportunity.

Mallory: M&A
Summit:
Mallory is working on a presentation based off PowerPoint, will be getting it to the group for feedback.
  • If rooms don’t have whiteboard Mallory will need Post it boards
- Mallory will check to determine if every member attending needs to register
  - Who from PBSC will be there? Will plan on all, as many will be there with their organization.
  - Will needs graphics from Communications-
  - Mallory is working on the getting laptops for this event

PBSC: This will be a great space to connect with people of solidifying the ideas
Have Demographics data in consumable format: Booklets, QR Codes, most up to date:
There is a one-pager space in the Summit brochure, we should utilize it
FAQ: Doug B is drafting it, information to fill the full page. Include: Timeline & QR-Code

Action Items:
PBSC:
- Send FAQs with answers to Doug for Brochure for Summit
- Review closing report link and resources and Demographics survey for partners’ use

City: Timeline graphic & QR Code that goes directly to PB website to include on timeline & FYQ